the ucsd guitar ensemble is: kevin flowers, gabriel garcia, eugene joseph, nik mathews, leland mcmarty, alex moody, scooter oyama, sam powell, keerthi reddy, francis roberts + jonathan song.

special guests: ryan pon - flute, dan merriot - trumpet, matt wohl - bass, burleigh drummond - drums
ucsd guitar ensemble + soloists
directed by colin mcallister
tuesday may 26 2009
mandeville recital hall
eight pm

program

solo
esperanza            gabriel garcia
moonlight in vermont        blackburn/suessdorf
blue bossa
             tyler austin and nik mathews

ensemble
alba             gianluca pinto (*1971)
featuring guest artist ryan pon - flute
sevilla      isaac albeniz (1860-1909), arr. elias barreiro
the loose apaloosa
a furiosa
             paulo bellinati (*1950)

intermission

solo
all in twilight         toru takemitsu (1930-1996)
i.
         kevin flowers
iii.
les adieux
             fernando sor (1778-1839)